WHITTLE WAXES UNIVERSAL EXTERIOR
PROTECTIONINFORMATION SHEET
Product Description: Whittle Waxes Universal Exterior Protection
 Suitable for: For WPC (Wood Plastic Components) for Resysta and Polyrattan
 Penetrates surfaces, solvent-free and colourless it is suitable for all WPC surfaces.
 Made from natural oils, the product protects porous WPC surfaces, making them weatherproof,
and increases resistance to UV light.
Recommended Tools: brush,
roller or cloth.
Clean tools: Clean tools with
soap and water.
Container sizes: 0.75 litres, 2, 5
litres, 10 litres.
Coats needed: 2 coats

Coverage Rate: Approximately 50 100 ml/ m2, i.e. 1 litre covers about 10
- 20 m2 depending on the structure of
the surface. In striated surface, the
consumption can increase (by a
factor of 2 - 3).
Drying time :( intermediate drying
Approx. 12 hours). The WPC can be
recoated after drying for some 3 - 12
hours.

Application temperature: •
(incl. drying) above + 8 °C. Air
moisture content not more than
60 %.
Storage: Cool but frost-free. It
can be stored for 5 years in
unopened containers. Fill open
containers into smaller, suitable
containers, which are airtight
and use soon.

Preparation:
1. Surfaces must be free of grease, clean, dust-free and dry.
2. Pre-treatment with UNIVERSAL CLEANER removes algae, grease, dirt and other contaminants.
3. Stir contents well before and during use.
4. It has different effects on different surfaces. A trial coat is necessary.
Application:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Apply the UNIVERSAL PROTECTION twice by brush, roller or cloth.
The WPC can be recoated after drying for some 3 - 12 hours.
In cold wet weather, the drying time may be longer.
Observe the use and wear of the surface for reapplying a new coat.

Ingredients: Natural waxes and oils, water, additives, preservatives pot, isothiazolinones,

Global GHS Safety Notes: Important notes: P101 If
medical advice is needed, keep packaging or label
handy. P102 Keep out of the reach of children. P103
Read label before use. When using several tins with
different batch numbers, mix them together in a
larger container. May produce an allergic reaction.
Only completely emptied containers may be
recycled. Dried residue can be disposed of as
household waste or as construction waste. Dispose of
liquid residues at a collection point for old paint. ASN
No.: 080112. Australian Poison Information Center 13
11 26

Disclaimer: Our technical advice in written form is
given in good faith and on the basis of
experiments, but it is only non-binding advice and
does not release you from the obligation to test
the products supplied by us as to their suitability
for the particular purpose. Application, use and
processing of the products outside our direct
control are entirely your responsibility. Naturally
we guarantee consistent quality of our products
corresponding to the original sample. With release
of new product information the previous
information loses validity.
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